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ACRT Pacific LLC. (ACRT) completed a thorough ground-based tree assessment along Main
Street in Murphys, California. This assessment consisted of 93 total trees. Main Street is a
compilation of 16 different tree species. The International Society of Arboriculture’s Basic Tree
Risk Assessment Form was utilized on all trees included in this report. The Assessment consists
of the following attributes that can be found in the excel data collection manifest (not included
in this physical document):
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➢
➢
➢
➢

Site Factors
Tree Health
Load Factors
Tree Defects and Conditions Affecting the Likelihood of Failure
Likelihood of Impact
Likelihood of Failure & Impact
Overall Tree Risk Rating
Overall Residual Risk

Over half of the trees on Main Street are in good condition and do not need maintenance
performed on them this year. Most of the trees not requiring maintenance are the younger
most recently planted trees. Although they are currently in good condition, these trees need to
be monitored for any changes to their vigor on an annual basis. Unfortunately, our assessment
and analysis found that a quarter of the trees on Main Street are in very poor health. These
particular trees pose a risk and are recommended for potential removal. The remaining quarter
of the total trees will need some corrective maintenance to enhance their structure and
likelihood of consistent overall tree health for many years. Murphys is a popular tourist
location. It’s a town that is consistent with pedestrian foot and vehicle traffic; and at times
during festivals a heavily populated area. By default, this increases the likelihood of potential
target situations over most of its streetscape. Mitigation of these attributes should be handled
in coming months before the summers dry heat further deteriorates tree health. ACRT
recommends that the County of Calaveras use the data provided to them in this report to
formulate a competitive bid for the work to be completed in a reasonable timeframe. ACRT is
willing to assist the county with this process and make recommendations as to the
qualifications and needs of the work to be completed. If the County has the ability to perform
this type of work in-house, ACRT would be willing to assist in the process as well to audit and
guide crews in a productive safe manor as deemed necessary. This report includes graphs,
charts, images and detailed descriptions of the existing streetscape as well as recommendations
to mitigate potential risks that currently exist, as well as issues that may arise in the future.
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The overall tree count consists of 93 total trees. The graph above shows the break down
of tree species along Main Street. Calaveras County may need to verify that all trees collected
in this assessment are truly County ROW trees, and not private property, before mitigation
measures are performed at any given location. The largest concentration of tree species is the
American Liberty Elm, making up 40% of the street trees present. The Liberty Elm is a cultivar
species made up of six genetically distinct cultivars. These trees were cultivated to replace the
disease prone American Elm. Murphys has lost and replaced many of the original American
Elms over the past 40 years. The six clones which comprise this series vary in their levels of
resistance to Dutch Elms Disease (DED). None are immune. Evidence shows that at least one of
the six clones can have a high resistance level to DED. Studies have shown that only 18% of the
Liberty Elms survived the DED after inoculation took place in the studies. Liberty Elms are fairly
susceptible to wind damage in the winter months and have little resistance to the elm leaf
beetle. As these trees continue to mature, they start to become more of a hazard to the
surrounding targets. Overall the Liberty Elms are doing ok currently and will need some
corrective maintenance.
The second most prevalent tree is the Black Locust with a total of 24. Many of these
trees are in extremely poor health and pose a significant risk. Over half of these trees need to
be removed; 15 in total. Excluding the handful of American Elms present, the Black Locust
makes up the largest Diameter at Breast Height (DBH), with the smallest removal being listed at
14 inches, and the largest removal being 35.5 inches. The Black Locusts have already been
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failing and show significant signs of branch failure. These trees need to be addressed
immediately.
The American Elm rounds out the top three trees. These are the largest trees present
on Main Street. They are the largest diameter, the tallest, and the greatest canopy spread of all
the trees in the streetscape. These trees are getting old and showing significant signs of
weakness. Their weakness is not in the overall tree vigor, but in the branch structure failure
potential. Two of these dominant trees show signs of previous branch failure. Three of these
trees are listed for removal currently. This would be a major issue with the general public as
they are the icons of Main Street Murphys. However, the branch structure is so weak and
decayed that there is not much of a solution for corrective action. With that being said, a
canopy inspection should be done on these particular trees. Two of these landmarks are
recommended for tree cabling to support the structure and integrity of the branching. These
trees are the heart of Main Street and should have next level assessment completed.

The majority making up the remainder of the trees along Main Street signs of good and
vigorous health. With some minimal maintenance; their vigor should remain strong for many
years. Trees like the Goldenrain and the Pistachio make for great street trees and are currently
thriving on the Main Street Landscape. They consist of great canopy spread for shade, and do
not grow overly tall to pose higher risk rating. Oaks are very strong healthy species but can be
susceptible to sudden limb drop and failure at times of extreme heat and drought.
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With any assessment, the target is the main concern when evaluating tree health. An
unhealthy tree in the forest has no target so the likelihood of impact is low, to nonexistent.
When evaluating trees in an urban setting, the target is critical. The graph below represents
the targets in the failure zone for Main Street. The strike likelihood rises when more targets are
present. The chart shows that 67% of the trees have a potential of striking three targets,
Structure/Road/Sidewalk. Trees in this 67% should be mitigated first to eliminate the percent
of target impact. Many of these trees are located where outside seating exists for tasting
rooms and restaurants. This scenario creates a constant target when people are stationary for
periods of time and not in a commuting action. 28% of the trees will only affect the road and
therefore odds of impact are lower with passing traffic and potentially light foot traffic. 5% of
the trees will affect Road and Structure. These areas do not have designated sidewalks but still
could pose a threat to walking pedestrians along the street at times.
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Using the ISA Basic Tree Risk Assessment, the Likelihood of Tree Failure shows overall
that at least 24% of the trees will require work this year. Any tree that ranks as a Probable or
Imminent Failure rating will most likely have some form of consequence. This failure could be
total failure or partial failure. Total failure is defined as the plant in its entirety failing at the root
plate or the main trunk collapsing at or below the 1st lateral branch. Partial failure as breakage
of a main leader or trunk failure at or above the 1st lateral branch. Both can result in
catastrophic to major damage with the majority of the trees having consistent targets along
Main Street these conditions need to be mitigated as soon as possible. Failure of a tree can
result from any abnormal means or damages to the tree. The most common observations for
Imminent and Probable trees consistently have traits of Weak Attachment and Codominant
limbs or trunks; Cracks or Decay in the trunk and limb; Unbalanced and Over Extended Limbs;
Included Bark, Root Damage and Root Decay; Dead portions of trees and many more…
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15 trees have evidence of partial tree failure in the past 12 months. Examples below:

The overall Tree Risk Rating consists of many components. A Likelihood matrix is used
that combines the Likelihood of Impact with the Likelihood of Failure. The matrix also includes
a Risk Rating matrix that encompasses the Consequences of Failure with the Likelihood of
Failure and Impact. From these two matrices’, each individual tree received a risk rating from
Low to Extreme. Two thirds of the trees fall in the Low Risk rating. This is supported by the fact
that the Liberty Elms have not reached a mature threatening size for risk and are they overall
do well on the health factor. Many of the other trees on Main Street are small in stature as
well helping to support the lower risk rating that revolves around the impact factor. Many of
the larger old trees, especially the Black Locust, make up the High and Extreme ratings. These
trees have become less resistant to the environment are showing their weaknesses.
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The Historical Murphys Main street has inherent challenges for street tree planting
space and the tree’s in them. The environment is shared with an active two-lane road, vehicle
parking (parallel), regular business delivery and heavy pedestrian traffic. The pedestrians use
improved sidewalks, unimproved walking paths and shared roadway. Traditional street tree
planting space is defined as being between the sidewalk and the curb and is usually established
as a planting box or planting well. Swale’s or median are also common but not present at this
site. The county has put some effort into this planting space development however it appears
that long term maintenance (a must to support street tree health) has been deferred.
Maintaining existing and establishing new planting space needs to be planned and budgeted to
support a healthy low risk street tree population.
Planting sites are currently populated with over 90 trees along the Main Street corridor.
Some sites are improved with defined hardscape cut outs, some are filled with protection like
gravel or bricks (image 3), others have planting well traffic fences (image 1). The filler in the
planting space is necessary to minimize the impact of soil compaction caused by vehicles and
foot traffic. Using gravel or bricks is not ideal, gravel can wash out and bricks only minimize the
threat of soil compaction, but both are better than not having anything to protect from soil
compaction. The best alternative is to use a steel grate that can be cut to adjust for a growing
trunk. This solution is ideal but costly and is difficult to maintain. Many of the planting sites
have blacktop or concrete poured over the tree wells and up to the trees’ trunk. This is very
detrimental for the tree and will impact root health, limit availability to water and nutrients,
potentially causing pH imbalance in the planting site. It is strongly recommended that tree wells
be established for all trees on the street, these sites need to be re-enforced and maintained.
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The tree well fencing was a good idea with good intentions when it was installed. The
issues of repair and maintenance needs to be addressed or the fences themselves will be
detrimental to otherwise healthy trees. (Images 4 and 5) show a tree that is in the right place
with great vigor, but the fence is starting to graft into the truck and will eventually allow rot to
form and weaken the structure of the tree over time.
The 200 hundred block has an improved green belt planting space on the south side of
the street and an unimproved (gravel/soil) walk path on the north side. The 200 block presents
the best opportunity for planting space improvement for the least amount of investment. The
300 to 500 blocks have a more challenging environment with small, poorly maintained planting
boxes within the concrete/blacktop sidewalks and unimproved walk paths.
It appears some of the planting spaces have been built with engineered deep root
watering systems (image 2). It appears that these systems had been used when several new
plantings were installed, and it also appears they contributed to a very good establishment of
those plantings.

Image 1

Image 2
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Image 3

Image 5

Image 4

Image 6

The age range of the trees along Main Street is broad, younger trees being less than 20years-old, and others being over 100 years old. Pruning requirements are also broad in the
sense that the younger trees (image 1) need more crown development, corrective pruning and
maintenance lifting as opposed to the older trees (image 2) that need dead wooded, crown
reduction, or limb removal. Whole tree removal also factors into the degrees of maintenance
that may be required to the trees surrounding the tree to be removed.
Young tree maintenance should start the year a new planting occurs, and annual
inspection and corrective pruning should be planned for a three to five-year period. Young
three maintenance should consist of removal of deadwood, crossing branches and planned
heading cuts to improve crown balance. Most trees if given the proper amount of care when
young will require less long-term crown maintenance and provide desired crown spread. Street
trees almost uniformly need to have maintenance lifts done to provide headroom for
pedestrians and clearance for passing vehicles. Caution should be observed to not over trim any
tree especially newly planted trees. Pruning shock can occur if too much vegetation is removed
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at one time potentially killing the tree. Lion tailing of the branches or trunk will cause affected
limbs to have a sail effect in moderate to high winds breaking otherwise healthy limbs.
Maintenance lifting of trees is done by removing the lowest level of limbs and
continuing over time to prune the next level up and so on until proper overhead clearance is
obtained. Providing a tree with enough room to develop before it is lifted to its desired height is
important. The tree well fences are exactly the solution. As pointed out in the Planting Spaces
section* the tree well fences have the right intent but the deferred maintenance and repair of
them is becoming detrimental to the health of the trees that they protect (image 3). It was
observed that many trees have been impacted by tall vehicles. The observation was on both
younger trees but also medium aged tree that have been maintenance lifted to their maximum
possible level (image 4). It is suggested that some minor traffic rule adjustment be applied to
tall trucks and other oversized vehicles as to how close they can come to planting spaces. This
will eliminate not only the damaged being caused to the crowns of the trees but will also
possibly relieve soil compaction and trunk damage from vehicle strikes (image 4).
Crown reduction and crown correction are terms to describe pruning approaches by
removing unbalanced tree crown structure or leaders that are developing in an undesired form.
There are a number of sites on the street were younger trees had Young Tree Maintenance
deferred and the result is now an undesirable crown structure. A number of these have
resulted in trees so lopsided (image 5) that it may be better to remove the otherwise vigorous
plant and start over with a new planting. Either reduction or correction is usually a severe
approach and is best avoided by developing desired crown structure while the tree is young. It
is also costly to finding an experienced arborist to perform the work in a manner that will
improve the trees health. A number of the Liberty Elms that appear to have been planted in the
last ten years or so need severe corrective pruning done to them if they are to be considered
desirable long term. In most cases their vigor is good to very good, but they are self-training
towards open sky and this is resulting in lopsided and misshapen crowns (image 5 and 6). The
need to remove some of the older trees that are in sever to extreme decline will help provide
the room for the younger trees to naturally develop into a desired crown structure.
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The following sections of this report are the maps of Main Street. A shape file can be provided
to Calaveras County if they choose to lay this layer on their own mapping data set. The legend
below indicates what prescription was assigned to each tree.
REMOVAL

MONITOR

TRIM

Example of Tree Manifest provided in separate Excel file
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